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Abstract: Late Quaternary andesitic magmas in New Zealand contain complexly zoned antecrysts and glomerocrysts
that are not in equilibrium with either the host whole rock compositions or siliceous groundmass glass and
glass inclusions. Glass inclusions represent partial melts of mafic to gabbroic cumulates in the lower crust that
mix with restite crystals, or cumulates from earlier magma batches. Assimilation of partial melts of mid-crustal
rocks, represented by glass in crustal xenoliths, contributes a crustal component to the andesites. Magmas at
Egmont are stored at about the brittle/ductile transition at about 10 km depth and variability in the composition
of erupted material is a function of the composition of the recharging magma, and which parts of the storage
system are tapped during the eruption. At Taranaki recharge occurs on a c. 1400 year cycle while interactions
within the storage give rise to shorter period events. A similar process on a less well constrained timescale
operates at Ruapehu. Andesites are therefore complex mixtures of fractionated mantle basalts, siliceous partial
melts of both the lower crust and underplated cumulates, restite and cumulate crystals. Further modification
occurs by interaction with partial melts of lower to middle crustal basement as geotherms increase with time.
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1. Introduction

Most andesites occur at convergent plate boundaries [1]

and, while mostly subordinate in island arc systems, are

the dominant magma type erupted in continental arcs [2],

where they are a major contributor to the growth of con-

tinental crust [3]. The complexity of andesite genesis has

become apparent as more detailed work has been carried

∗E-mail: R.B.Stewart@massey.ac.nz

out on the petrology of these enigmatic rocks. Petro-

graphic evidence of mineral disequilibrium within assem-

blages and with whole rock compositions, and textures

within minerals recording complex crystallisation histo-

ries [4], suggest that liquids of andesite composition are

rare [5]. The strong evidence of disequilibrium suggests

that simple crystal fractionation is not a dominant pro-

cess in andesite formation and it is therefore necessary to

look to other mechanisms for andesite genesis. As pointed

out by Reubi and Blundy [5], the key issue is distinguish-

ing between magmatic liquids of andesite composition and

magmas comprising liquids and crystals that are not cog-
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nate.

In this paper I want to contribute to this discussion by

reviewing the ideas of andesite genesis developed at

two volcanic centres (Figure 1), Taranaki Volcanic Cen-

tre (TaVC) and Tongariro Volcanic Centre (TgVC), with a

particular focus on Mt Taranaki (TaVC) and Mt Ruapehu

(TgVC), in order to examine the question of andesitic melts

or magmas of andesitic composition comprising liquids and

non-cognate crystals. Both centres have a substantial

amount of data on their petrology that has been gener-

ated over a number of years, which has formed the basis

of the current model of the genesis of andesites found at

each centre. Physical processes associated with erup-

tions are ash falls, pyroclastic flows and lava extrusion,

the latter more abundant at TgVC than TaVC. Lahars and

debris avalanches are a major hazard and have been re-

sponsible for shaping much of the ring plain landscape of

both volcanic centres. As eruptions can trigger these mass

flow events, understanding the behaviour of the TgVC and

TaVC volcanic systems from source to surface is also crit-

ical from a hazard perspective.

2. Geological Setting of Late Pleis-
tocene to Holocene Andesitic Vol-
canism in New Zealand

Arc activity in New Zealand is confined to the North Island

as the southern extension of the Tonga-Kermadec Arc [6].

In the central North Island it is a continental arc where

rotation of the eastern relative to the western North Is-

land [7] has resulted in intra-arc rifting and development of

the Taupo Volcanic Zone, or TVZ (Figure 1). The TVZ has

one of the highest measures heat flows of any arc segment

globally [8] and is the locus of frequent rhyolitic, caldera-

forming eruptions [9] which began around 1.6 Ma [10]. As

the arc transits north along the Tonga-Kermadec ridge it

changes from a continental to an oceanic island arc which

is largely submarine [11, 12]. Volcanic activity in the cen-

tral North Island ranges from caldera–forming eruptions

of rhyolite with associated domes, air-fall pumice and ig-

nimbrites, dome-forming dacite eruptive centres, andesite

stratovolcanoes and minor high alumina basalts.

The crust in the TVZ region is ca. 35 km thick, increas-

ing to 45 km southwest of Ruapehu [13]. The crust-mantle

boundary beneath the southern TVZ and therefore the re-

gion of the TgVC, however, lies at a depth of 15-20 km [14].

Late Pleistocene and Holocene terrestrial andesite activ-

ity, the focus of this paper, is confined to two continental

arc centres, the Taranaki Volcanic Centre and the larger

Tongariro Volcanic Centre.

Figure 1. The TVZ is the extension of the Kermadec Arc into the
North Island, New Zealand. Active offshore volcanoes
are marked with solid triangles while the TgVC lies at
the southern tip of the TVZ and TaVC in the back arc
region to the west (white circles).

2.1. Taranaki Volcanic Centre

Egmont volcano (Mount Taranaki) is located 140 km west

of the Taupo Volcanic Zone (Figure 1), and represents the

most westerly expression of subduction-related volcanism

on the North Island of New Zealand. Egmont is the

youngest of three stratovolcanoes, forming a northwest-

southeast trending lineament with volcanism becoming

progressively younger towards the southeast. The old-

est stratovolcano remnant is Kaitake (0.57 Ma), followed

by Pouakai (0.25 Ma) and the current cone of Egmont

(<0.12 Ma) [15, 16], (Figure 2). Compositionally Egmont

volcanics include high-K andesites and basaltic andesites,

with minor dacites and high-alumina basalts [16, 17] and

the lavas have also become progressively more K-rich with

time [17–19].

The basement rocks comprise calc-alkaline plutonic and

metamorphic rocks of the Median Batholith [20, 21] while
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Figure 2. The left panel shows the Taranaki volcano lineament
younging to the south-east from Kaitake through Pouakai
to Egmont. In the right panel Ruapehu is the domi-
nant volcano with the multi-vent Tongariro complex to
the north-east, a lineation direction that controls vent lo-
cations in the TgVC.

supracrustal rocks consist of Cretaceous and Tertiary sed-

iments. The volcanoes in the Taranaki region are c. 250 km

above a projected Wadati-Benioff zone [13, 22, 23] and

rest on 25 to 35 km thickness of continental crust [24].

However, the Wadati-Benioff zone is only traceable to the

south-eastern part of the Taranaki region, c. 35 km east of

Mt Taranaki [25] so is not clearly expressed beneath the

volcanoes. However, c. 600 km deep earthquakes centred

beneath Mt. Taranaki are interpreted to indicate a hori-

zontal, detached segment of the plate [23]. Recent seismic

studies of the Taranaki region show a brittle-ductile tran-

sition zone at 10 km depth, inferred to mark to upper limit

of shallow magma storage beneath Mt Taranaki, and 3D

seismic velocity tomographic imaging of the Taranaki vol-

canoes shows a volcanic root system of around 5 km in

diameter, extending to a depth of c. 10 km [26, 27].

2.2. Tongariro Volcanic Centre

Volcanism in the TgVC has occurred since c. 300 ka [6].

The Tongariro Volcanic Centre (TgVC) comprises two ma-

jor stratovolcanoes, Ruapehu and Tongariro, with Mt.

Ngauruhoe being the largest and most active vent asso-

ciated with the latter (Figure 2). The TgVC also includes

older and smaller andesitic centres, as well as several

younger satellite cones of basaltic to andesitic composi-

tion. The TgVC volcanoes are surrounded by a ring plain

consisting of a range of volcaniclastics comprising lahar,

debris-avalanche and fluvial deposits with lava flows and

widespread thin tephras [28, 29].

In the TgVCMt Tongariro is a complex, 60 km2 edifice com-

prising at least 17 overlapping vents [30]. Activity at Ton-

gariro began at about 250-275 ka [31] and growth of the in-

dividual Tongariro cones was rapid, occurring over a 10 ka

to 50 ka period [30]. The younger eruption episodes have

occurred along a NE-SE trend from North Crater, Red

Crater and Ngauruhoe [32]. Activity of these younger cen-

tres comprised frequent and small volume eruptions con-

sistent with small and short-lived magma batches within

the magma plumbing system [30].

Ruapehu, the largest volcano in the TgVC, lies 15 km

south of Ngauruhoe. The basement rocks under Ru-

apehu comprise mafic granulites, metasediments, Meso-

zoic greywackes and supracrustal Tertiary mudstones [33–

36]. It is the most recently active volcano in New Zealand

and the last period of eruption was in 1995-96 when a

series of ash clouds spread predominantly to the north-

east and southeast across the central North Island [37],

and lahars channelled down the Whangaehu River to the

southeast [38]. A small eruption in 2007 was phreatic

rather than magmatic. Ruapehu first became active more

than 230 000 years ago, periods of more intense activity

occurring 200, 134, 45, 22 and <15 ka years ago [6]. The

1995-96 events were consistent with the eruptive style of

the previous c. 2 ka [39]; prior to 2 ka eruptive activity

was marked by more abundant lava effusion [40]. From 20

to 10 ka the eruption style from Ruapehu differed again,

comprising frequent plinian pumice eruptions which cul-

minated in the c. 10 ka pyroclastic flow events of the cli-

mactic Taurewa Eruptive Episode [41]. The period from

10 ka to 2 ka was one of relative quiescence.

3. Mineral Chemistry and Mineral
Relationships

3.1. TaVC – Egmont Volcano

Geochemically the andesites are medium to high-K, al-

though the high-K compositions only feature in the

youngest (<10 ka) eruptives [18, 19]. Petrographically

Egmont lavas comprise porphyritic andesite with up to

54% crystals (Table 1). Crystals also occur as glomero-

crysts or clusters, which in many cases are composition-

ally similar to single crystals in the host lavas. Commonly

the glomerocrysts are clinopyroxene + titanomagnetite or

clinopyroxene + plagioclase + titanomagnetite. The iso-

lated crystals are predominantly clinopyroxene, plagio-

clase, hornblende and titanomagnetite. Olivine is rare

and generally more abundant in the basaltic andesites;

orthopyroxene is also rare and mostly confined to cores of

clinopyroxenes [17].

Olivines are usually strongly depleted in Ni, yet are up to

Fo71−87 in composition, attributed to the high oxygen fu-
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gacity of the melts from which they crystallised elevating

the Mg/Fe ratio [17]. Clinopyroxenes are augites, show

evidence of polybaric crystallisation and the more En-

rich compositions are not in equilibrium with whole rock

compositions [17]. Plagioclase is strongly zoned, sieve-

textured and shows clear evidence of resorption. Core

compositions are up to An89 while rim compositions are

variable, reflecting late stage crystallisation, and in rare

cases can be K-rich, as much as Or45An6 [17]. Horn-

blendes show reaction rims of Fe-oxides in lavas while

those in tephras often lack the reaction rims, suggesting

that the hornblende breakdown was late stage, probable

due to conduit degassing and relatively slow lava effusion

compared with explosive tephra emission. Two popula-

tions of hornblendes were also recognised, one a high Al

phase (higher pressure) associated with more calcic pla-

gioclase and a second with lower Al (lower pressure) that

was more abundant [17]. Titanomagnetites also show two

populations, an earlier coarser grained group that are of-

ten associated with clinopyroxenes that are more TiO2-

poor and higher in Al2O3 and MgO than the later, fine

grained group. The latter are accompanied by rare il-

mentite and magnetite-ilmentite pairs give temperatures

of c. 850-965°C [17].

Few of the crystals were in equilibrium with whole rock

compositions and therefore are antecrysts (crystals formed

in earlier melts and incorporated) rather than phenocrysts.

Magnesium numbers (Mg#’s) of olivines are too low for

the whole rock Mg#’s; an olivine Mg# of 82 should be

in equilibrium with a liquid of Mg# of about 60, com-

pared with the actual host andesite Mg# of 50 [17]. Simi-

larly, the most Mg-rich clinopyroxenes with Mg#’s around

87 should be in equilibrium with whole rock Mg#’s of

62, using a KDcpx−liq of 0.23 [42]. Clearly many of these

mafic mineral phases were not in equilibrium with their

host whole rock compositions, plagioclase shows a com-

plex crystallisation history and all show evidence of poly-

baric crystallisation. These relationships mitigate against

a simple fractional crystallisation (FC) or assimilation-

fractional crystallisation (AFC) process for the Egmont

magmas and instead suggest a much more complex mag-

matic history.

3.2. TgVC – Ruapehu and Tongariro

TgVC andesites differ from TaVC andesites in three re-

spects; geochemically most are medium rather than high-

K (Figure 3), hornblende is only a minor component of the

lavas and orthopyroxene is present in subequal amounts

to clinopyroxene. The main andesite lithologies are pla-

gioclase two-pyroxene andesites with olivine + pyroxene-

and plagioclase-phyric variants [43].

Lavas are ubiquitously porphyritic with 10–40% crystals

and also contain glomerocrysts of plagioclase, clinopy-

roxene + plagioclase and pyroxene. Plagioclase compo-

sitions are An89−40, orthopyroxene En74−47, clinopyroxene

Wo43−35 En47−40 and Fo94−67 [44]. These crystals in lavas

often show disequilibrium with whole rock compositions

and each other [44, 45]. Further, compositions of the crys-

tal phases, as at Egmont, show morphological and compo-

sitional similarity to the same phases found in xenoliths

hosted in the lavas [45].

4. Geochemistry and the Role of
AFC

Despite the petrologic differences between TaVC and

TgVC andesites, the general long term patterns of be-

haviour of their major and trace elements are similar [45].

Compositions of the Taranaki andesites vary from 46–60%

SiO2 and 52 – 66 SiO2 at TgVC [44] (Figure 3). Both

show coherent trends of decreasing MgO, FeO, CaO and

increasing K2O and Na2O with increasing silica. Al2O3

shows an initial increase up to 57% SiO2, them decreases

as plagioclase increasingly fractionates at shallower lev-

els [44, 45]. In both centres accumulation of plagioclase

elevates Al2O3 to around 20% [17, 44].

Figure 3. K2O vs SiO2 for Egmont and Ruapehu. Note the in-
crease in K2O with decreasing age for Egmont samples
and generally higher K2O than Ruapehu. Data for Ru-
apehu from [57] and Egmont from [17, 19].

A simple model would be that crystal fractionation and ac-

cumulation could explain much of the major element vari-

ation [46]. However, absence of high Cr, Ni, high Mg#’s

and Fo>90 olivine suggests the andesites are not man-
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Table 1. Representative whole rock and glass analyses from Egmont and Ruapehu. Egmont xenoliths data is from [20] while Egmont whole
rock data is from [17] and Ruapehu from [45].

Glass Egmont Trachytic glass Egmont Rhyolitic glass Egmont Rhyolitic glass Ruapehu Groundmass glass

Type Olivine Hornblende Tertiary (Av)

Sample hornblende pyroxenite pyroxene gabbro sandstone R97/82

SiO2 63.25 73.94 80.47 67.83

TiO2 0.61 0.27 0.10 0.80

Al2O3 18.83 12.79 8.63 16.03

Cr2O3 nd 0.07 0.05 nd

FeO* 1.89 1.77 1.48 3.34

MnO 0.17 0.10 nd nd

MgO 0.39 0.04 0.04 0.69

CaO 1.12 0.90 0.49 3.57

K2O 5. 54 5.32 4.88 4.57

Na2O 6.39 3.40 2.21 3.16

BaO 0.23 1.52 0.19 nd

Cl 0.21 0.08 0.14 nd

F 0.16 nd nd nd

Total 98.69 100.20 98.68

tle melts [44]. While major elements can be fitted to AFC

models, trace elements cannot. This suggests a more com-

plex genesis than simple AFC [44]. Elevated Sr, 87Sr/86Sr

and 18O/16O [18, 33, 47] and presence of relatively abun-

dant crustal xenoliths [20, 33, 34] demonstrate that inter-

action with crust occurs but direct assimilation of crust

was considered unlikely at Ruapehu and the assimilant

was considered most likely to be a minimum partial melt

of crustal material [43].

The geochemical evidence was therefore interpreted as

indicating that the andesites were generated by inter-

actions of fractionated mantle-derived magmas with the

lower crust, with further modification by interaction with

the mid-crust rather than simple AFC [17, 18, 20, 45]. If

mixing with partial melts is therefore an important process

in the genesis of these rocks then the potential sources of

the partial melts need to be identified.

5. Sources of Crustal Assimilants

Gruender et al., [20] identified four subvolcanic crustal

components beneath Egmont volcano from the litholo-

gies of xenoliths within the Taranaki lavas (Figure 4).

Supracrustal rocks (not shown in Figure 4) comprised Ter-

tiary sediments from the Taranaki basin that are up to

6 km thick. Lithologies include quartz sandstones, quar-

tofeldspathic sandstones and siltstones. Below the sedi-

mentary sequence the basement has previously been iden-

tified as plutonic and metamorphic rocks of the Median

Batholith [21]. Mid- to lower-crustal rocks are composed

of mafic hornfels, metagabbros and amphibolitic gneisses

that were interpreted as gabbroic cumulates in the lower

part of the magmatic plumbing system [20]. The fourth

lithological group of xenoliths were gabbros and ultra-

mafic lithologies (hornblendites and hornblende pyroxen-

ites) that were thought to have originated from at or near

the crust/mantle boundary. Depth estimates were based

on Al-in-hornblende geobarometry and were broadly con-

sistent with geophysical models of the crustal structure in

Taranaki [20, 26, 27].

Figure 4. Al-in-hornblende data for Egmont xenoliths and ante-
crysts. Fields correspond approximately to lower crust-
crust/mantle boundary, lower to mid-crust and mid to up-
per crust. Hornblendes in basaltic andesites (closed dia-
monds) form at higher pressures than those in andesites
(open diamonds).
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The inferred crustal structure beneath Taranaki is consis-

tent with that exhibited by exhumed fossil arc systems, e.g.

Kohistan in northern Pakistan [3, 26, 27, 48–51] and Tal-

keetna in Alaska [52, 53] which are thought to be oceanic

arcs. These long-lived arcs developed a crustal sequence

of ultramafics across the crust/mantle boundary, overlain

by thick cumulate gabbros and norites, mid-crustal mafic

to siliceous intrusives and supracrustal intermediate to

acid volcanics. This pattern is broadly similar to the se-

quence described for Egmont but the relative youth of the

Egmont magmatic system and its formation within conti-

nental crust means that the mid crust is still dominated

by siliceous basement rocks [25].

A detailed reconstruction of the crustal section based on

xenolith lithologies at Ruapehu has not been done but

certain parallels can be drawn. One of the features of

Tongariro and Ruapehu eruptives is that they contain

relatively abundant, small meta-sedimentary and meta-

igneous xenoliths of crustal origin [34]. Meta-igneous

granulites of inferred deep crustal origin are relatively

common and textures suggest they were cumulates over-

printed by metamorphism [33, 34]. In comparison with

Taranaki, these fit best with the mid to lower crustal cu-

mulate gabbros in the Egmont xenoliths suite.

The Ruapehu meta-sedimentary lithologies are largely

quartz- and feldspar-rich types with rare spinel-rich va-

rieties. The quartose types are meta-quartzites with gra-

noblastic textures while the more common feldspar types

were described by [33] as pyroxene hornfels. In compari-

son with Taranaki, the meta-sedimentary xenolith source

is equivalent in stratigraphic position to the mid- to upper-

crustal Median Batholith and the lithological differences

reflect the differences in crustal composition between the

two sites.

Ruapehu and Egmont andesites both show the petro-

graphic features typical of most andesites. They are

strongly porphyritic with feldspars in particular showing

evidence of disequilibrium and mixing [4, 17, 54]. The sim-

ilarity of feldspar textures and compositions of the small

xenoliths and the ‘phenocrysts” in the host lavas sug-

gested that a significant proportion of the feldspar crystal

in the Ruapehu lavas were derived from the disaggrega-

tion of xenoliths [45]. A similar conclusion was reached for

Egmont lavas [17, 55] where both antecrysts and glomero-

crysts (“microxenoliths”) were thought to have been the re-

sult of disaggregation of larger xenoliths. It was concluded

that the lavas therefore represented mixtures of melt and

inherited crystals [17, 55, 56]. Significantly, in the high-

K Egmont lavas, the antecrysts showed no enrichment on

K2O, except in some very thin rims of late stage growth

on plagioclase [17], and the high K of Egmont was en-

tirely contained in the groundmass; this observation also

supported a lack of significant fractionation. Further, it

suggested that the high-K characteristic of the Egmont

lavas was due to the presence of this K-rich, siliceous

melt. Any fractionation occurring was crystallisation frac-

tionation (changes in melt or glass composition due to

coupled crystallisation) rather than crystal fractionation

and manifested as mm to dm-scale heterogeneity [55].

6. Composition of Glasses in Inclu-
sions, Groundmass and Xenoliths

Ruapehu glass inclusions are dacitic to rhyolitic in compo-

sition while groundmass glasses are dacite to low silica

rhyolite and are lower in K2O at a given silica content

(Figure 5) in comparison with Egmont glasses [45]. Rep-

resentative glass analyses are given in Table 1. There are

few intermediate glass compositions, as would be expected

if the andesites differentiated from mafic parental melts [5]

and this, coupled with the crystal-melt disequilibrium, is

consistent with these rocks being a mixture of entrained

antecrysts of clinopyroxene, hornblende and calcic plagio-

clase, residual basaltic melt and cognate crystals with a

high silica melt that gives an andesite bulk rock compo-

sition [17, 45].

Figure 5. TAS diagram showing glass compositions for Egmont
and Ruapehu matrix glass and glass inclusions (GI).
Most matrix and GI glass is dacitic but GI compositions
in clinopyroxene span a range from basalt to trachyte.
The high silica composition is a partial melt of Tertiary
sandstone.

Glasses are also present in Ruapehu and Egmont xeno-

liths. At Ruapehu the glasses are rhyolitic to dacitic and

similar to the glasses in the inclusions [45]. At Egmont the

glasses are also rhyolitic to dacitic and trachytic with a
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clear relationship between host xenolith and glass compo-

sition; glasses in the ultramafic xenoliths are more alkali-

rich while those in meta-gabbros and amphibolites are

rhyolites and some inclusions in antecrysts in basaltic an-

desites are also trachytic [20].

The glass compositions in the mid to upper crustal xeno-

liths are distinctly more silica rich than the other glasses

with a partial melt of sandstone having 80% SiO2 [20] (Fig-

ure 5). A meta-sedimentary xenolith from Ruapehu had a

lower SiO2 (70%) but appears to be more pelitic than the

Egmont sandstone [45]. Effectively this means that, de-

pending on the composition of the subvolcanic lithosphere,

ample opportunity arises for the melts generated in the

Annen et al., “lower crustal hot zone” [57] interact with

partial melts of variable composition from the crust. Al-

though Sr isotopes are slightly elevated [19], the absence

of a strong strontium isotope signal can be explained by

the underplated source that is remelted being isotopically

similar to the primary mantle melts; the small degree of

enrichment seen is the result of a much smaller degree of

interaction with the middle crust [18, 45].

7. Upper Crustal Magma Processes

Processes at high levels in magma plumbing systems add

complexity to the physical and geochemical relationships

amongst magmas. At Ruapehu linear trends of increasing

K2O,
87Sr/86Sr, SiO2 and decreasing Fe2O3 were iden-

tified [43], which could indicate either magma mixing or

differentiation, or both. However, 87Sr/86Sr data from a

sequence of prehistoric lavas and the 1995-96 eruptives

did not fit this trend and in particular, the 1995-96 py-

roclastics contained some of the highest and lowest ra-

diogenic isotope compositions from Ruapehu [58]. Pet-

rographic evidence of complex zoning in phenocrysts, re-

sorption and variable melt inclusion compositions indicate

mixing processes superimposed on a broader, apparent

AFC-controlled pooled data set geochemistry [58]. How-

ever, any fractionation is likely to only involve the mafic

underplating magmas and subsequent processes are dom-

inated by mixing with lower crustal melts and restites [45].

These complex magmas are further hybridised through

interaction of evolved, isolated batches of melt in high

level magma storage zones, immediately prior to erup-

tion [29, 59–61]. Crystallization fractionation may further

modify the composition of residual glass in the matrix of

erupted lavas [45, 55].

The model developed to explain the behaviour of the erup-

tive behaviour of the Ruapehu magmatic system involved

a plexus of dykes in the upper crust that contained stag-

nating magma from earlier recharge episodes. Recharge

of new, hotter and more mafic magma resulted in mix-

ing and mingling with eventual triggering of an eruptive

event. The variability in composition of the pyroclastic

products is a result of flushing of the conduits with early

stage ejected material being compositionally heteroge-

neous whereas in the later stages of the eruption composi-

tions were more uniform and more mafic [58]. The most re-

cent eruptive history of the volcano is of small pyroclastic

eruptions involving small volumes of magma but in the past

(e.g. 22–10 ka) the recharge volumes were much larger and

consequently generated much larger eruptions [58].

A similar pattern of periodic recharge has also been iden-

tified at Egmont volcano. Magma batches are replenished

from the lower crust on a c. 1400 yr time scale and between

events these batches erupt and evolve. Superimposed on

this longer scale periodicity are shorter period recharge

events that occur at intervals of 400–500 yrs [4]. Evidence

from mineral chemistry also identifies recharge by hot-

ter, more mafic melts [4]. Thus at both volcanic centres

the andesite systems appear to be controlled by similar

processes of magma recharge and storage.

The model that has evolved for the Quaternary andesite

magmas in New Zealand is consistent with the “Hot Zone”

model of Annen, et al. [57] and that more recently sug-

gested by Reubi and Blundy [5] where recharging melts

appear to originate at or near the crust mantle bound-

ary. Rather than andesites, these melts are bimodal, with

one component fractionated mantle basalts and the other

silicic (>66% SiO2). Andesite liquids are therefore rare

and rocks with intermediate whole rock compositions are

the result of mixing and subsequent mingling in high level

magma chambers [5]. The evidence from both Taranaki

and Ruapehu suggest the involvement of another compo-

nent from partial melting of mid-crustal rocks that further

modify andesite compositions.

8. Conclusions

The magmas forming the late Quaternary andesites in

New Zealand rise from a “hot zone” and are stored at

the brittle/ductile transition at about 10 km depth. An-

desites in the TgVC and TaVC are not generated by frac-

tionation; they are complex mixtures arising from fraction-

ated mantle basalts, siliceous partial melts of both the

lower crust and underplated cumulates, restite and cumu-

late crystals. Further modification occurs by interaction

with partial melts of lower to middle crustal basement as

geotherms increase with time. Petrographically the an-

desites show complexly zoned antecrysts that are not in

equilibrium with either the host whole rock compositions

or dacitic to rhyolitic groundmass glass and glass inclu-
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sions, therefore forming compositionally bimodal popula-

tions. Glomerocrysts (microxenoliths) and xenoliths are

common and minerals in them are compositionally similar

to the antecrysts, suggesting that some of the latter are a

result of xenolith disaggregation.

Recharge into shallow magma storages in the TaVC occurs

on about a 1400 yr cycle. Subsequent movement within

this system generates shorter term recharge events, from

400 yr (TaVC) to <50 yr (TgVC). Composition of erupted

material is further modified by hybridisation, depending

on which parts of the storage system are tapped and

how long magmas in those tapped areas had stagnated.

The New Zealand continental arc andesites are therefore

multicomponent mixtures of silica–rich partial melts from

the lower crust, residual melts from underplated mantle

basalts and antecrysts rather than a product of differenti-

ation driven by simple AFC.
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